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The Quest for Human
Longevity Lewis D. Solomon
2017-12-02 "Many scientists
today are working to retard the
aging process in humans so as
to increase both life expectancy

and the quality of life. Over the
past decade impressive results
have been achieved in
targeting the mechanisms and
pathways of aging. In The
Quest for Human Longevity,
Lewis D. Solomon considers
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these scientiﬁc studies by
exploring the principal
biomedical anti-aging
techniques. The book also
considers cutting edge research
on mental enhancements and
assesses the scientiﬁc doubts
of skeptics. The Quest for
Human Longevity is also about
business. Solomon examines
eight corporations pursuing
various age-related
interventions, proﬁling their
scientiﬁc founders and top
executives, and examining
personnel, intellectual property,
and ﬁnancing for each ﬁrm.
Academic scientists form the
link between research and
commerce. Solomon notes that
the involvement of university
scientists and researchers
follows one of two models. The
ﬁrst is a traditional model in
which scientists leave academia
to work for a corporation or
remain in academia and obtain
business support for their
research. The second is a
modern model in which
scientists use their intellectual
property as a catalyst for
acquiring equity interests in the
ﬁrms they organize. Critics

have pointed to the dangers of
commercialized science, but
Solomon's analysis, on balance,
ﬁnds that the beneﬁts outweigh
the costs and that problems of
secrecy and conﬂicts of interest
can be addressed. If scientists
succeed in unlocking the
secrets of aging and developing
drugs or therapies that will
allow us to live decades longer,
the consequences for society
will include profound social,
political, economic, and ethical
questions. Solomon deals with
the public policy aspects of
signiﬁcant life extension and
looks at the conﬂict between
those who advocate the
acceptance of mortality and the
partisans of life. The Quest for
Human Longevity will be of
interest to policymakers,
sociologists, scientists, and
studen"
Regenerating Bodies Julie
Kent 2012 This exciting book
examines how human tissues
and cells are being exchanged,
commodiﬁed and
commercialized by new health
technologies. Through a
discussion of emergent global
'tissue economies' the author
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explores the social dynamics of
innovation in the ﬁelds of tissue
engineering and stem cell
science. The book explores how
regenerative medicine
conﬁgures and conceptualizes
bodies and argues that the
development of regenerative
medicine is a feminist issue. In
Regenerating Bodies, Kent
critically examines the
transformative potential of
regenerative medicine and
whether it represents a
paradigm shift from more
traditional forms of
biomedicine. The book shows
that users of these technologies
are gendered and women's
bodies are enrolled in the
production of them in particular
ways. So what is the value of a
feminist bioethics for thinking
about the ethical issues at
stake? Drawing on extensive
qualitative ﬁeld research, Kent
examines the issues around
donation, procurement, banking
and engineering of human
tissues, and presents an
analysis of the regulatory and
policy debates surrounding
these practices within Europe
and the UK. The book considers

the claims that regenerative
medicine represents exciting
possibilities for treating the
diseases of ageing bodies,
critically assessing what kind of
futures are embodied in tissue
and cell based therapies. It will
be of interest to a wide range of
scholars and students within
the social sciences, in health
technology studies, bioethics,
feminist studies, and gender
and health studies.
The Vaccine Race Meredith
Wadman 2018-09-04 "A real
jewel of science history...brims
with suspense and nowforgotten catastrophe and
intrigue...Wadman’s smooth
prose calmly spins a
surpassingly complicated story
into a real tour de force."—The
New York Times “Riveting . . .
[The Vaccine Race] invites
comparison with Rebecca
Skloot's 2007 The Immortal Life
of Henrietta Lacks.”—Nature
The epic and controversial story
of a major breakthrough in cell
biology that led to the conquest
of rubella and other devastating
diseases. Until the late 1960s,
tens of thousands of American
children suﬀered crippling birth
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defects if their mothers had
been exposed to rubella,
popularly known as German
measles, while pregnant; there
was no vaccine and little
understanding of how the
disease devastated fetuses. In
June 1962, a young biologist in
Philadelphia, using tissue
extracted from an aborted fetus
from Sweden, produced safe,
clean cells that allowed the
creation of vaccines against
rubella and other common
childhood diseases. Two years
later, in the midst of a
devastating German measles
epidemic, his colleague
developed the vaccine that
would one day wipe out
homegrown rubella. The rubella
vaccine and others made with
those fetal cells have protected
more than 150 million people in
the United States, the vast
majority of them preschoolers.
The new cells and the method
of making them also led to
vaccines that have protected
billions of people around the
world from polio, rabies,
chicken pox, measles, hepatitis
A, shingles and adenovirus.
Meredith Wadman’s masterful

account recovers not only the
science of this urgent race, but
also the political roadblocks
that nearly stopped the
scientists. She describes the
terrible dilemmas of pregnant
women exposed to German
measles and recounts testing
on infants, prisoners, orphans,
and the intellectually disabled,
which was common in the era.
These events take place at the
dawn of the battle over using
human fetal tissue in research,
during the arrival of big
commerce in campus labs, and
as huge changes take place in
the laws and practices
governing who “owns” research
cells and the proﬁts made from
biological inventions. It is also
the story of yet one more
unrecognized woman whose
cells have been used to save
countless lives. With another
frightening virus--measles--on
the rise today, no medical story
could have more human drama,
impact, or urgency than The
Vaccine Race.
Once Out of Nature Andrea
Nightingale 2011-06-01 Once
Out of Nature oﬀers an original
interpretation of Augustine’s
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theory of time and
embodiment. Andrea
Nightingale draws on
philosophy, sociology, literary
theory, and social history to
analyze Augustine’s conception
of temporality, eternity, and the
human and transhuman
condition. In Nightingale’s view,
the notion of embodiment
illuminates a set of problems
much larger than the body
itself: it captures the human
experience of being an
embodied soul dwelling on
earth. In Augustine’s writings,
humans live both in and out of
nature—exiled from Eden and
punished by mortality, they are
“resident aliens” on earth.
While the human body is
subject to earthly time, the
human mind is governed by
what Nightingale calls psychic
time. For the human psyche
always stretches away from the
present moment—where the
physical body persists—into
memories and expectations. As
Nightingale explains, while the
body is present in the here and
now, the psyche cannot
experience self-presence. Thus,
for Augustine, the human being

dwells in two distinct time
zones, in earthly time and in
psychic time. The human self,
then, is a moving target. Adam,
Eve, and the resurrected saints,
by contrast, live outside of time
and nature: these transhumans
dwell in an everlasting present.
Nightingale connects
Augustine’s views to
contemporary debates about
transhumans and suggests that
Augustine’s thought reﬂects our
own ambivalent relationship
with our bodies and the earth.
Once Out of Nature oﬀers a
compelling invitation to ponder
the boundaries of the human.
Visions of Cell Biology Karl S.
Matlin 2018-01-19 Although
modern cell biology is often
considered to have arisen
following World War II in
tandem with certain
technological and
methodological advances—in
particular, the electron
microscope and cell
fractionation—its origins
actually date to the 1830s and
the development of cytology,
the scientiﬁc study of cells. By
1924, with the publication of
Edmund Vincent Cowdry’s
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General Cytology, the discipline
had stretched beyond the
bounds of purely microscopic
observation to include the
chemical, physical, and genetic
analysis of cells. Inspired by
Cowdry’s classic, watershed
work, this book collects
contributions from cell
biologists, historians, and
philosophers of science to
explore the history and current
status of cell biology. Despite
extraordinary advances in
describing both the structure
and function of cells, cell
biology tends to be
overshadowed by molecular
biology, a ﬁeld that developed
contemporaneously. This book
remedies that unjust disparity
through an investigation of cell
biology’s evolution and its role
in pushing forward the
boundaries of biological
understanding. Contributors
show that modern concepts of
cell organization, mechanistic
explanations, epigenetics,
molecular thinking, and even
computational approaches all
can be placed on the
continuum of cell studies from
cytology to cell biology and

beyond. The ﬁrst book in the
series Convening Science:
Discovery at the Marine
Biological Laboratory, Visions of
Cell Biology sheds new light on
a century of cellular discovery.
Earthly Immortalities Peter
Moore 2019-05-13 In this
thought-provoking book, Peter
Moore examines the often
overlooked issues concerning
human mortality, the fragile
ways in which the dead can be
said to “live on” in earthly
terms: through their children,
their work, the memories of
others, their possessions, and
even their bodies. Such earthly
immortalities raise a host of
fascinating questions about our
attitudes toward life, and
toward the world we leave
behind us when we die. To what
extent does the meaning we
ﬁnd in our lives depend upon
the assumption there will
always be a new generation to
continue the human adventure?
What would it be like if science
were able to extend life
indeﬁnitely, and is this
something already enshrined in
the doctrine of reincarnation?
Can we solve our anxieties
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about mortality by learning that
life is worth living precisely
because we do not live forever?
In a generous and eloquent
account, these and more are
the questions Earthly
Immortalities seeks to answer.
This Mortal Flesh Brent Waters
2009-09-01 Although a proper
concern for health is
compatible with Christian faith,
recent and anticipated
advances in extending human
longevity are often based on
philosophical presuppositions
and religious values that are
adverse to core Christian
beliefs and convictions. In this
solid text, theologian and
ethicist Brent Waters reﬂects
on the formation, practice, and
meaning of the Christian moral
life in light of selected
bioethical issues. Theologically
grounding his reﬂections on the
doctrine of the incarnation,
Waters considers issues such as
biotechnology and
physical/cognitive
enhancement, reproductive
technology, human genetics,
embryonic stem cell research,
and regenerative medicine. He
also examines the "posthuman

project," exploring what it
means to be human in light of
the denial of mortality.
The Dark Side Anthony O'Neill
2016-06-28 In this gripping sciﬁ noir for fans of The Martian
and Quentin Tarantino, when
an anarchic android begins
wreaking havoc on a moonbased penal colony and bodies
start turning up, an exiled
detective must decide who he
can trust in a city of criminals.
Never bang your head against a
wall. Bang someone else’s.
Purgatory is the lawless moon
colony of eccentric billionaire,
Fletcher Brass and mecca for
war criminals, murderers, and
curious tourists alike. You can’t
ﬁnd better drugs, cheaper
plastic surgery, or a more
ominous travel advisory
anywhere in the universe. But
trouble is brewing in Brass’s
black-market heaven. When an
exiled cop comes to enact law
and order in this wild new
frontier, he ﬁnds himself the
lead investigator in a series of
high-proﬁle murders that puts
him toe to toe with the city’s
charismatic founder and his
equally ambitious daughter.
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Meanwhile, 2000 km away a
memory-wiped android,
Leonardo Black rampages
across the lunar surface.
Programmed with only the
notorious “Brass Code”—a
compendium of corporate laws
that would make Ayn Rand
blush—he journeys across the
dark side of the moon with only
one goal in mind: ﬁnd Purgatory
and conquer it.
Elizabeth Blackburn and the
Story of Telomeres Catherine
Brady 2009-02-13 The story of
molecular biologist Elizabeth
Blackburn and her
groundbreaking research on
telomeres and what it reveals
about the resourceful
opportunism that characterizes
the best scientiﬁc thinking.
Molecular biologist Elizabeth
Blackburn—one of Time
magazine's 100 “Most
Inﬂuential People in the World”
in 2007—made headlines in
2004 when she was dismissed
from the President's Council on
Bioethics after objecting to the
council's call for a moratorium
on stem cell research and
protesting the suppression of
relevant scientiﬁc evidence in

its ﬁnal report. But it is
Blackburn's groundbreaking
work on telomeric DNA, which
launched the ﬁeld of telomere
research, that will have the
more profound and long-lasting
eﬀect on science and society. In
this compelling biography,
Catherine Brady tells the story
of Elizabeth Blackburn's life and
work and the emergence of a
new ﬁeld of scientiﬁc research
on the specialized ends of
chromosomes and the enzyme,
telomerase, that extends them.
In the early stages of telomere
research, telomerase, heralded
as a potential cure for cancer
and diseases related to aging,
attracted the voracious interest
of biotech companies. The
surrounding hype succeeded in
confusing the role of
telemorase in extending the life
of a cell with a mechanism that
might extend the lifespan of an
entire organism. In Brady's
hands, Blackburn's story
reveals much about the tension
between pure and applied
science, the politicking that
makes research science such a
competitive ﬁeld, and the
resourceful opportunism that
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characterizes the best scientiﬁc
thinking. Brady describes the
science accessibly and
compellingly. She explores
Blackburn's struggle to break
down barriers in an elite, maledominated profession, her role
as a mentor to other women
scientists (many of whom have
made their mark in telomere
research), and the collaborative
nature of scientiﬁc work. This
book gives us a vivid portrait of
an exceptional woman and a
new understanding of the
combination of curiosity,
imaginative speculation, and
aesthetic delight that powers
scientiﬁc discovery.
Speaking of Death: America's
New Sense of Mortality Michael
K. Bartalos 2008-11-30 In the
post-9/11 moments, months,
and years, America has come
to develop a new mortality
awareness. Death, and our
understanding that it can be
sudden and is certainly
inevitable, is being talked about
more than ever before. As the
team in this volume shows
through groundbreaking
research, surveys, interviews,
and vignettes, death awareness

has grown strong, and has
changed the way we think and
act, not only in relation to
ourselves and our loved ones,
but in relation to society
overall. Those changes include
nuances from increases in the
number and size of college
courses focused on death, rapid
growth of death books, death
photography, television shows
dealing with death, as well as
the recording and
dissemination of death videos
from those that show family
members dying peacefully to
the execution of terrorists or
their captives. Impromptu
street creations to memorialize
common people who have died
have emerged, as have new
ways to dispose of dead bodies,
including blasting ashes into
space or placing them under
the sea or giving them a green
resting place in a natural forest.
Our means of grieving, coping,
and beliefs about afterlife have
been altered, too. This work
also includes a look at
cosmologists and physicists
who have revised their theories
on humanity's legacy when our
world meets a fateful end, who
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propose a means by which
mankind's achievements might
survive indeﬁnitely,
transporting from one universe
to another without violating the
known laws of physics. This
book will intrigue all with an
interest in considering not only
death and how 9/11 changed
America's views on and beliefs
about it, but also considering
what could lie beyond that end
for all of us.
Our Grandchildren
Redesigned Michael Bess
2016-09-06 A panoramic
overview of biotechnologies
that can endlessly boost human
capabilities and the drastic
changes these “superhuman”
traits could trigger
Biotechnology is moving fast. In
the coming decades, advanced
pharmaceuticals,
bioelectronics, and genetic
interventions will be used not
only to heal the sick but to
boost human physical and
mental performance to
unprecedented levels. People
will have access to pills that
make them stronger and faster,
informatic devices will interface
seamlessly with the human

brain, and epigenetic
modiﬁcation may allow people
to reshape their own physical
and mental identities at will.
Until recently, such major
technological watersheds—like
the development of metal tools
or the industrialization of
manufacturing—came about
incrementally over centuries or
longer. People and social
systems had time to adapt:
they gradually developed new
values, norms, and habits to
accommodate the transformed
material conditions. But
contemporary society is
dangerously unprepared for the
dramatic changes it is about to
experience down this road on
which it is already advancing at
an accelerating pace. The
results will no doubt be mixed.
People will live longer, healthier
lives, will ﬁne-tune their own
thought processes, and will
generate staggeringly complex
and subtle forms of knowledge
and insight. But these
technologies also threaten to
widen the rift between rich and
poor, to generate new forms of
social and economic division,
and to force people to engage
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in constant cycles of upgrades
and boosts merely to keep up.
Individuals who boost their
traits beyond a certain
threshold may acquire such
extreme capabilities that they
will no longer be recognized as
unambiguously human. In this
important and timely book,
prize-winning historian Michael
Bess provides a clear,
nontechnical overview of
cutting-edge biotechnology and
paints a vivid portrait of a nearfuture society in which
bioenhancement has become a
part of everyday life. He
surveys the ethical questions
raised by the enhancement
enterprise and explores the
space for human agency in
dealing with the challenges that
these technologies will present.
Headed your way over the
coming decades: new
biotechnologies that can
powerfully alter your body and
mind. The possibilities are
tantalizing: • Rejuvenation
therapies oﬀering much longer
lives (160 and even beyond) in
full vigor and mental acuity •
Cognitive enhancement
through chemical or

bioelectronic means (the rough
equivalent of doubling or
tripling IQ scores) • Epigenetic
tools for altering some of your
genetically inﬂuenced traits at
any point in your lifetime (body
shape, athletic ability,
intelligence, personality) •
Bioelectronic devices for
modulating your own brain
processes, including your
“pleasure centers” (a
potentially non-stop high) •
Direct control of machines by
thought, and perhaps direct
communication with other
people, brain-to-brain (a new
dimension of sharing and
intimacy) But some of the
potential consequences are
also alarming: • A growing rift
between the biologically
enhanced and those who can’t
aﬀord such modiﬁcations • A
constant cycle of upgrades and
boosts as the bar of “normal”
rises ever higher—“Humans 95,
Humans XP, Humans 8” • The
fragmentation of humankind
into rival “bioenhancement
clusters” • A gradually blurring
boundary between “person”
and “product” • Extreme forms
of self-modiﬁcation, with some
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individuals no longer
recognized as unambiguously
human
Juvenescence Robert Pogue
Harrison 2014-11-21 How old
are you? The more thought you
bring to bear on the question,
the harder it is to answer. For
we age simultaneously in
diﬀerent ways: biologically,
psychologically, socially. And
we age within the larger
framework of a culture, in the
midst of a history that predates
us and will outlast us. Looked at
through that lens, many
aspects of late modernity would
suggest that we are older than
ever, but Robert Pogue Harrison
argues that we are also getting
startlingly younger—in looks,
mentality, and behavior. We
live, he says, in an age of
juvenescence. Like all of Robert
Pogue Harrison's books,
Juvenescence ranges brilliantly
across cultures and history,
tracing the ways that the spirits
of youth and age have inﬂected
each other from antiquity to the
present. Drawing on the
scientiﬁc concept of neotony, or
the retention of juvenile
characteristics through

adulthood, and extending it into
the cultural realm, Harrison
argues that youth is essential
for culture’s innovative drive
and ﬂashes of genius. At the
same time, however,
youth—which Harrison sees as
more protracted than ever—is a
luxury that requires the stability
and wisdom of our elders and
the institutions. “While genius
liberates the novelties of the
future,” Harrison writes,
“wisdom inherits the legacies of
the past, renewing them in the
process of handing them
down.” A heady, deeply learned
excursion, rich with ideas and
insights, Juvenescence could
only have been written by
Robert Pogue Harrison. No
reader who has wondered at
our culture's obsession with
youth should miss it.
The SAGE Handbook of Social
Gerontology Dale Dannefer
2010-09-14 This volume
reﬂects the emergence of
ageing as a global concern,
including chapters by
international scholars from
Asia, Australasia, Europe and
North America. It provides a
comprehensive overview of key
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trends and issues in the ﬁeld,
drawing upon the full range of
social science disciplines. The
Handbook is organized into ﬁve
parts, each exploring diﬀerent
aspects of research into social
aspects of ageing: * Disciplinary
overviews: summaries of
ﬁndings from key disciplinary
areas within social gerontology
* Social relationships and social
diﬀerences: topics include:
social inequality, gender and
ageing, the role of religion,
inter-generational ties, social
networks, and friendships in
later life. * Individual
characteristics and change in
later life: chapters in this
section examine diﬀerent
aspects of individual aging,
including self and identity,
cognitive processes, and
biosocial interactions and their
impact on physical and
psychological aging. *
Comparative perspectives and
cultural innovations: topics in
this section include: ageing and
development, ageing in a global
context, migration, and crosscultural perspectives on
grandparenthood. * Policy
issues: The ﬁnal section

examines some of the main
policy concerns aﬀecting older
people across the world. Topics
include: developments in social
policy, long-term care,
technology and older people,
end of life issues, work and
retirement, crime and older
people, and the politics of old
age. This will be essential
reading for all students,
researchers and policy-makers
concerned with the major
issues inﬂuencing the lives of
older people across the globe.
Our Genes, Our Foods, Our
Choices Triveni P. Shukla
2014-09-10 Consider Our Genes
Our Foods Our Choice your
handheld audit of Food and
Nutrition 101, a course that
distills current research on the
eﬀects of food nutrients on
gene expression and health by
upkeep of your second genome
and second brain-the enteric
nervous system. It gives the
power of knowledge: how foods
and right lifestyle make and
shape our body, mind, and
behavior. The book provides
extraordinary wealth of
information on basic nutrients
that feed our genes, that help
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us control diet and reduce
weight, and that preserve our
health and postpone
senescence and death. This
book is a great tale of symbiotic
human beings whose existence
depends on oxygen they
breathe, the water they drink,
the foods they eat, and the
bacteria they have in their gut.
In truth humans are creatures
of sun, thriving under its energy
and its gift of oxygen through
plant life. The bacteria come
from raw or fermented foods
they eat. Its main lesson:
human beings must
supplement their daily gene
expression and methylation
diet with a lifestyle rich in
exercise, meditation, yoga,
sleep, belief, and planned social
interactivity. They should
protect and preserve their
second brain-the enteric
nervous system and the second
genome-the bacteria in their
gut.
Democracy and the New
Religious Pluralism Thomas
Banchoﬀ 2007-06-07 In this
book, a group of leading
scholars - including Peter
Berger, John Esposito, Robert

Wuthnow, Martha Nussbaum,
Diana Eck, Stanley Hauerwas,
and Miroslav Volf - examines
the new religious pluralism and
the challenges it poses for
democratic societies on both
sides of the Atlantic.
Toward Post Ageing Katarina
Friberg Felsted 2014-08-27 This
book examines the emergent
and expanding role of
technologies that hold both
promise and possible peril for
transforming the ageing
process in this century. It
discusses the points and
counterpoints of technological
advances that would inﬂuence
a reconstruction of what it
means to age when embedded
in a post-human vision for a
post-biological future. The book
presents a provocative
interdisciplinary meta-analysis
that contrasts paradigms with
inﬂection points, making the
case that society has entered a
new inﬂection point,
provisionally labeled as Post
Ageing. It goes on to discuss
the moderate and radical
versions of this inﬂection point
and the philosophical issues
that need to be addressed with
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the advent of post ageing
activities: postponing and
possibly ending ageing,
primarily through technological
advances. This book will be a
valuable resource for
professionals who wish to
review the continuum of varied
constructs and intersects of
technologies ranging from
those purporting to enhance
the activities of daily living in
older adults, to those that
would enable the older worker
to stay competitive in the labor
market, to those that propose
to extend longevity and
ultimately, claim to transcend
ageing itself—moving toward a
transhumanistic domain and
more speciﬁcally, a post-ageing
inﬂection point.
Tissue Culture in Science
and Society D. Wilson
2011-07-28 This book charts
the social and cultural history of
the scientiﬁc technique known
as 'tissue culture'. It shows how
tissue culture was a regular
public presence in twentiethcentury Britain, and argues that
history can contribute to
current debates surrounding
research on human and animal

tissue.
Citizen Cyborg James Hughes
2004-10-27 A provocative work
by medical ethicist James
Hughes, Citizen Cyborg argues
that technologies pushing the
boundaries of humanness can
radically improve our quality of
life if they are controlled
democratically. Hughes
challenges both the
technophobia of Leon Kass and
Francis Fukuyama and the
unchecked enthusiasm of
others for limitless human
enhancement. He argues
instead for a third way,
"democratic transhumanism,"
by asking the question destined
to become a fundamental issue
of the twenty-ﬁrst century: How
can we use new cybernetic and
biomedical technologies to
make life better for everyone?
These technologies hold great
promise, but they also pose
profound challenges to our
health, our culture, and our
liberal democratic political
system. By allowing humans to
become more than human "posthuman" or "transhuman" the new technologies will
require new answers for the
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enduring issues of liberty and
the common good. What limits
should we place on the freedom
of people to control their own
bodies? Who should own genes
and other living things? Which
technologies should be
mandatory, which voluntary,
and which forbidden? For
answers to these challenges,
Citizen Cyborg proposes a
radical return to a faith in the
resilience of our democratic
institutions.
Liberal Eugenics Nicholas
Agar 2008-04-15 In this
provocative book, philosopher
Nicholas Agar defends the idea
that parents should be allowed
to enhance their children’s
characteristics. Gets away from
fears of a Huxleyan ‘Brave New
World’ or a return to the fascist
eugenics of the past Written
from a philosophically and
scientiﬁcally informed point of
view Considers real
contemporary cases of parents
choosing what kind of child to
have Uses ‘moral images’ as a
way to get readers with no
background in philosophy to
think about moral dilemmas
Provides an authoritative

account of the science involved,
making the book suitable for
readers with no knowledge of
genetics Creates a moral
framework for assessing all new
technologies
Inside the FDA Fran Hawthorne
2010-12-13 The forces that
shape America's most powerful
consumer agency Because of
the importance of what it
regulates, the FDA comes under
tremendous political, industry,
and consumer pressure. But the
pressure goes far beyond the
ordinary lobbying of
Washington trade groups. Its
mandate-one quarter of the
national economy-brings the
FDA into the middle of some of
the most important and
contentious issues of modern
society. From "designer" babies
and abortion to the price of
prescription drugs and the role
of government itself, Inside the
FDA takes readers on an
intriguing journey into the world
of today's most powerful
consumer agency. In a time
when companies continue to
accuse the FDA of nitpicking
and needlessly delaying needed
new drugs, and consumers are
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convinced that the agency
bends to industry pressure by
rushing unsafe drugs to market,
Inside the FDA digs deep to
reveal the truth. Through
scores of interviews and realworld stories, Hawthorne also
shows how and why the agency
makes some of its most
controversial decisions as well
as how its recent reaction to
certain issues-including the
revolutionary cancer drug
Erbitux, stem cell research, and
bioengineering of food-may
jeopardize its ability to keep up
with future scientiﬁc
developments. Inside the FDA
takes a closer look at the
practices, people, and politics
of this crucial watchdog in light
of the competing pressures and
trends of modern society,
revealing what the FDA is
supposed to do, what it actually
does-and fails to do-who it
inﬂuences, and how it could
better fulﬁll its mandate. The
decisions that the FDA makes
are literally life and death.
Inside the FDA provides a
sophisticated account of how
this vitally important agency
struggles to balance

bureaucracy and politics with
its overriding mission to
promote the country's health.
Life Without End Karl S. Guthke
2017 A groundbreaking study
examining major literary
treatments of the idea of
earthly immortality, throwing
into relief fascinating instances
of human self-awareness over
the past 300 years.
Vampire God Mary Y. Hallab
2010-03-30 Examines the
enormous popular appeal of
vampires from early Greek and
Slavic folklore to present-day
popular culture.
Finding the Fountain of
Youth: The Science and
Controversy behind
Extending Life and Cheating
Death Aharon W. Zorea Ph.D.
2017-04-26 Separating truth
from hype, this book introduces
readers to the topic of life
extension in a holistic manner
that provides scientiﬁc,
historical, and cultural
perspectives. • Examines the
topic of extending human life in
a holistic, unbiased manner,
exploring the subject from a
variety of perspectives and
contexts • Provides readers
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with additional insights into
current controversies and
debates related to the subject •
Includes sidebars that oﬀer
additional high-interest, readyreference content as well as a
list of resources, a bibliography,
and an index
Death, Dying, Culture: An
Interdisciplinary
Interrogation Lloyd Steﬀen
2019-01-04 This inter- and
multi-disciplinary volume
examines how culture impacts
care for the dying, the overall
experience of dying, and ways
the dead are re
Nanofuture J. Storrs Hall
Flying cars, space travel for
everyone, the elimination of
poverty and hunger, and
powerful new tools to combat
disease, and even aging. These
are some of the amazing
predicted developments of
nanotechnology, the coming
science of designing and
building machines at the
molecular and atomic levels.
Will this new scientiﬁc
revolution be for better or
worse? Some commentators
have described utopias; others
have prophesied disaster. Find

out the likely reality from an
expert, Dr. J. Storrs Hall, in this
absorbing insider's guide to the
near future.Dr. Hall-a leading
researcher on the frontiers of
nanotechnology who has
designed for NASA-describes
nanotechnology in a very
accessible way, so that anyone
can understand what it's about,
what it could do, and what it
can't do. He puts it into
historical context, explaining
how previous technological
developments have aﬀected us,
how nanotechnology ﬁts into
the historical trends for
technologies ranging from
motors to medicine, and how
the continuation of these
trends, with nanotechnology as
a strong determining factor, will
have a profound impact on the
future.In addition to describing
his famous invention utility fog,
Hall explains how
nanotechnology will make
possible many of the science
ﬁction dreams of the past. But
what hurdles, technological,
political, or social, stand in the
way? What dangers will this
powerful new technology pose?
How will it impact the
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environment? Can we aﬀord to
develop it? Can we aﬀord not
to? The true dangers are not
what you may think, and are far
diﬀerent from the fears of
today's alarmists. In a
straightforward, balanced
manner, Dr. Hall analyzes the
beneﬁts as well as the potential
risks.Together with its sister
science of biotechnology,
nanotechnology has the
potential to alter the very
human race, change who we
are. Can this possibly be good?
Should it be encouraged or
opposed? No one knows for
sure, but the basis for informed
thought can be found in these
exciting, stimulating pages,
which will open the doors of the
future to you.J. Storrs Hall,
Ph.D. (Laporte, PA), is Chief
Scientist of Nanorex, Inc. and a
Fellow of the Molecular
Engineering Research Institute.
He served as a Computer
Systems Architect at the
Laboratory for Computer
Science Research at Rutgers
University from 1985 to 1997.
He is the author of the
Nanotechnologies section for
The Macmillan Encyclopedia of

Energy, among many scientiﬁc
articles, and has been cited in
numerous books.
Stem Cells in Regenerative
Medicine Alain A. Vertes
2015-09-14 This book is a
unique guide to emerging stem
cell technologies and the
opportunities for their
commercialisation. It provides
in-depth analyses of the
science, business, legal, and
ﬁnancing fundamentals of stem
cell technologies, oﬀering a
holistic assessment of this
emerging and dynamic
segment of the ﬁeld of
regenerative medicine. •
Reviews the very latest
advances in the technology and
business of stem cells used for
therapy, research, and
diagnostics • Identiﬁes key
challenges to the
commercialisation of stem cell
technology and avenues to
overcome problems in the
pipeline • Written by an expert
team with extensive experience
in the business, basic and
applied science of stem cell
research This comprehensive
volume is essential reading for
researchers in cell biology,
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biotechnology, regenerative
medicine, and tissue
engineering, including
scientists and professionals,
looking to enter commercial
biotechnology ﬁelds.
Eternity Soup Greg Critser
2010-01-26 Mix the latest and
most rigorous scientiﬁc
research, irrepressible oldfashioned entrepreneurship,
and the ancient human desire
to live forever (or at least a lot
longer) and the result is today’s
exploding multibillion-dollar
antiaging industry. Its
achievements are so far mostly
marginal, but its promises ﬂow
with all the allure of a twentyﬁrst-century fountain of youth.
In Eternity Soup, acclaimed
science writer Greg Critser
takes us to every outpost of the
antiaging landscape, home to
zealots and skeptics,
charlatans, and ingenious
clinicians and academics. We
visit a conference of the Caloric
Restriction Society, whose
members—inspired by certain
laboratory ﬁndings involving
mice—live their lives in a state
just above starvation. (“It’s only
the ﬁrst ﬁve years that are

uncomfortable,” says one.) We
meet the new wave of
pharmacists who are reviving
the erstwhile art of
“compounding”—using mortar
and pestle to mix extravagantly
proﬁtable potions for aging
boomers seeking to recapture
ﬂagging sexual vitality. Here,
too, are the theorists and
researchers who are seeking to
understand the cellular-level
causes of senescence and
aging and others who say, Why
bother with that? Instead, we
should just learn how to repair
and replace organs and tissue
that break down, like a vintage
automobile collector who keeps
a century-old Model T shining
and running like new. Eternity
Soup is a simmering brew of testosterone patches, human
growth hormone (so promising
and so potentially dangerous),
theories that view aging as a
curable disease, laboratorygrown replacement organs (“I
want to build a kidney,” says
one proponent. “It is such a
stup-eed organ!”), and
bountiful other troubling,
hilarious, and invigorating
ingredients. Critser ﬁnds plenty
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of chicanery and credulousness
in the antiaging realm but also
a surprising degree of
optimism, even among some
formerly sober skeptics, that
we may indeed be on the cusp
of something big. And that
elicits its own new set of
concerns: How will our society
cope with a projected new
cohort of a million healthy
centenarian Americans? How
will they liberate themselves
from the age segregation that
shunts them oﬀ to “God’s
Waiting Rooms” in the sunbelt?
Where will they ﬁnd joy and
meaning to match the
inevitable loss that comes with
longevity? Eternity Soup is an
illuminating, wry, and
provocative consideration of a
long-dreamed-about world that
may now be becoming a reality.
Radical Evolution Joel
Garreau 2006 Arguing that the
acceleration of technological
innovation is setting the course
for the next stage of human
evolution, the author of Edge
City raises thought-provoking
questions about human culture,
society, and the very nature of
humankind. Reprint. 15,000

ﬁrst printing.
And a Time to Die Sharon
Kaufman 2005-04-19 Most
Americans, when pressed, have
a vague sense of how they
would like to die. They may
imagine a quick and painless
end or a gentle passing away
during sleep. Some may wish
for time to prepare and make
peace with themselves, their
friends, and their families.
Others would prefer not to
know what's coming, a swift,
clean break. Yet all fear that
the reality will be painful and
prolonged; all fear the loss of
control that could accompany
dying. That fear is justiﬁed. It is
also historically unprecedented.
In the past thirty years, the
advent of medical technology
capable of sustaining life
without restoring health, the
expectation that a critically ill
person need not die, and the
conviction that medicine should
routinely thwart death have
signiﬁcantly changed where,
when, and how Americans die
and put us all in the position of
doing something about death.
In a penetrating and revelatory
study, medical anthropologist
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Sharon R. Kaufman examines
the powerful center of those
changes -- the hospital, where
most Americans die today. In
the hospital world, the deep,
irresolvable tension between
the urge to extend life at all
costs and the desire to allow
"letting go" is rarely
acknowledged, yet it underlies
everything that happens there
among patients, families, and
health professionals. Over the
course of two years, Kaufman
observed and interviewed
critically ill patients, their
families, doctors, nurses, and
other hospital staﬀ at three
community hospitals. In...And a
Time to Die, her research
places us at the heart of that
science-driven yet fractured
and often irrational world of
health care delivery, where
empathetic yet frustrated,
hard-working yet constrained
professionals both respond to
and create the anxieties and
often inchoate expectations of
patients and families, who must
make "decisions" they are illprepared to make. Filled with
actual conversations between
patients and doctors, families

and hospital staﬀ,...And a Time
to Die clearly and carefully
exposes the reasons for
complicated questions about
medical care at the end of life:
for example, why "heroic"
treatment so often overrides
"humane" care; why patients
and families are ambivalent
about choosing death though
they claim to want control;
what constitutes quality of life
and life itself; and, ultimately,
why a "good" death is so
elusive. In elegant, compelling
prose, Kaufman links the
experiences of patients and
families, the work of hospital
staﬀ, and the ramiﬁcations of
institutional bureaucracy to
show the invisible power of the
hospital system itself -- its
rules, mandates, and daily
activity -- in shaping death and
our individual experience of it.
...And a Time to Die is a
provocative, illuminating, and
necessary read for anyone
working in or navigating the
health care system today,
providing a much-needed road
map to the disorienting territory
of the hospital, where we all are
asked to make life-and-death
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choices.
Confronting Metaphor in
Use Mara Sophia Zanotto
2008-03-27 It is timely for
researchers to approach
metaphor as social and
situated, as a matter of
language and discourse, and
not just as a matter of thought.
Over the last twenty ﬁve years,
scholars have come to
appreciate in depth the
cognitive, motivated and
embodied nature of metaphor,
but have tended to background
the linguistic form of metaphor
and have largely ignored how
this connects to its role in the
discourses in which our lives
are constructed and lived. This
book brings language and
social dimensions into the
picture, oﬀering snapshots of
metaphor use in real language
and in real lives across the very
diﬀerent cultures of Europe and
Brazil and contributing to the
theorizing of metaphor in
discourse.
Age as Disease David-Jack
Fletcher 2021-03-21 Age as
Disease explores the
foundations of gerontology as a
discipline to examine the ways

contemporary society
constructs old age as a diseasestate. Framed throughout as
‘gerontological hygeine’, this
book examines contemporary
regimes, strategies and
treatment protocols deployed
throughout Australia, the
United States, and the United
Kingdom. The book deploys
critical cultural theories such as
biopolitics, somatechnics,
ethics, and governmentality to
examine how anti-aging
technologies operate to
problematise the aging body as
always-already diseased, and
how these come to constitute a
movement of abolition, named
here as ‘gerontological
hygiene’.
Healthy Aging Andrew Weil
2005-10-18 Spontaneous
Healing . . . Eight Weeks to
Optimum Health . . . Eating Well
for Optimum Health . . . The
Healthy Kitchen–in each of his
widely acclaimed, best-selling
books, Dr. Andrew Weil has
been an authoritative and
companionable guide through a
uniquely eﬀective combination
of traditional and nontraditional
approaches to health and
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healthy living. Now he gives us
a book about aging that is
unlike any other in the breadth
and depth of its information
and understanding. Hugely
informative, practical, and
uplifting, it is infused with the
engaging candor and common
sense that have been the
hallmarks of all his books. At
the heart of Healthy Aging is
Dr. Weil’s belief that although
aging is an irreversible process,
there are myriad things we can
do to keep our minds and
bodies in good working order
through all phases of life. To
that end, he draws on the new
science of biogerentology (the
biology of aging) as well as on
the secrets of healthy
longevity– diet, activity, and
attitude–that he has gathered
ﬁrsthand from cultures around
the world. In Part One–“The
Science and Philosophy of
Healthy Aging”–he explains
how the body ages, and he
explores the impact of gender,
genes, environment, and
lifestyle on an individual’s
experience and perception of
the process of aging. He
describes the various would-be

elixirs of life extension–herbs,
hormones, and antiaging
“medicines”–separating myth
from fact and clearly
delineating the diﬀerence
between the spurious notions of
preventing or reversing the
process of aging and the real
possibilities of inhibiting or
delaying the onset of diseases
that become more likely as we
age. He writes movingly about
the ways in which an
acceptance of aging can be a
signiﬁcant part of doing it well,
and of recognizing and
appreciating the great rewards
of growing older: depth and
richness of experience,
complexity of being, serenity,
wisdom, and its own kind of
power and grace. In Part
Two–“How to Age
Gracefully”–Weil details an
easy-to-implement Antiinﬂammatory Diet that will
protect the immune system and
aid your body in resisting and
adapting to the changes that
time brings. And he provides
extensive practical advice on
exercise; preventive health
care; stress management;
physical, mental, and emotional
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ﬂexibility; and spiritual
enhancement–all of which can
help you achieve and maintain
the best health throughout the
lifelong process of aging.
Healthy Aging–a book for
people of all ages–is Andrew
Weil’s most important and farreaching book yet. From the
Hardcover edition.
Chasing Methuselah Todd T. W.
Daly 2021-02-04 The quest to
live much longer has moved
from legend to the laboratory.
Recent breakthroughs in
genetics and pharmacology
have put humanity on the
precipice of slowing down
human aging to extend the
healthy life span. The promise
of longer, healthier life is
enormously attractive, and
poses several challenging
questions for Christians. Who
wouldn’t want to live 120 years
or more before dying quickly?
How do we make sense of
human aging in light of Jesus’
invitation to daily take up our
crosses with the promise of the
resurrection to come? Is there
anything wrong with
manipulating our bodies
technologically to live longer? If

so, how long is too long? Should
aging itself be treated as a
disease? In Chasing
Methuselah, Todd Daly
examines the modern
biomedical anti-aging project
from a Christian perspective,
drawing on the ancient wisdom
of the Desert Fathers, who
believed that the incarnation
opened a way for human life to
regain the longevity of Adam
and the biblical patriarchs
through prayer and fasting.
Daly balances these insights
with the christological
anthropology of Karl Barth,
discussing the implications for
human ﬁnitude, fear of death,
and the use of anti-aging
technology, weaving a path
between outright condemnation
and uncritical enthusiasm.
Aging in America Lawrence R.
Samuel 2017-02-01 Aging in
America traces the story of
aging over the course of the
last half century, demonstrating
our culture's negative attitudes
toward a natural and inevitable
human process and oﬀering a
deep understanding of the
subject's past in order to help
anticipate its future.
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Taking Care President's Council
on Bioethics (U.S.) 2005
Future Perfect? Celia DeaneDrummond 2006-06-27 A
hugely topical collection of
essays from a cross-disciplinary
group of leading academics
focussing on the implications
for an understanding of human
identity in light of the current
possibilities in medical science.
The book brings together an
international body of medical
experts alongside philosophers,
sociologists, theologians and
ethicists in order to discuss
these vital issues. The ensuing
discussion will allow public
debate to be more informed
about the actual possibilities
inherent in medical science,
alongside a sophisticated
treatment of ethical and
theological issues. The result is
a focused collection of essays
that raises new and challenging
questions.
Religion and the Implications of
Radical Life Extension C. Mercer
2009-08-31 If the science of
'radical life extension' is
realized and the technology
becomes widely available, it
would arguably have a more

radical impact on humanity
than any other development in
history. This book is the ﬁrst
concerted eﬀort to explore
implications of radical life
extension from the perspective
of the world's major religious
traditions.
The Denial of Aging M.D., Muriel
R Gillick 2006 You’ve argued
politics with your aunt since
high school, but failing eyesight
now prevents her from keeping
current with the newspaper.
Your mother fractured her hip
last year and is conﬁned to a
wheelchair. Your father has
Alzheimer’s and only
occasionally recognizes you.
Someday, as Muriel Gillick
points out in this important yet
unsettling book, you too will be
old. And no matter what
vitamin regimen you’re on now,
you will likely one day ﬁnd
yourself sick or frail. How do
you prepare? What will you
need? With passion and
compassion, Gillick chronicles
the stories of elders who have
struggled with housing options,
with medical care decisions,
and with ﬁnding meaning in life.
Skillfully incorporating insights
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from medicine, health policy,
and economics, she lays out
action plans for individuals and
for communities. In addition to
doing all we can to maintain our
health, we must vote and
organize—for housing choices
that consider autonomy as well
as safety, for employment that
utilizes the skills and wisdom of
the elderly, and for better
management of disability and
chronic disease. Most
provocatively, Gillick argues
against desperate attempts to
cure the incurable. Care should
focus on quality of life, not
whether it can be prolonged at
any cost. “A good old age,”
writes Gillick, “is within our
grasp.” But we must reach in
the right direction.
Merchants of Immortality
Stephen S. Hall 2003 A look into
the mysteries of life extension
proﬁles people working to make
humans live longer and better,
traces the history of the science
of aging, and explains how
recent discoveries could
change our lives.
Living with Ageing and Dying
Merryn Gott 2011-05-12 Ageing
populations mean that

palliative and end of life care
for older people must assume
greater priority. Indeed, there is
an urgent need to improve the
experiences of older people at
the end of life, given that they
have been identiﬁed as the
'disadvantaged dying'. To date,
models of care are underpinned
by the ideals of specialist
palliative care which were
developed to meet the needs of
predominantly middle-aged and
'young old' people, and
evidence suggests these may
not be adequate for the older
population group. This book
identiﬁes ways forward for
improving the end of life
experiences of older people by
taking an interdisciplinary and
international approach.
Providing a synergy between
the currently disparate
literature of gerontology and
palliative care, a wide range of
leading international experts
contribute to discussions
regarding priority areas in
relation to ageing and end of
life care. Some authors take a
theoretical focus, others a very
practical approach rooted in
their clinical and research
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experience. The issues covered
are diverse, as are the
countries in which discussions
are contextualised. Those

working in both palliative care
and gerontology will ﬁnd the
issues and advice discussed in
this book hugely topical and of
real practical value.
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